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Background
As a young composer who’d spent the 1970s developing systems for live
electronic performance, I could not help being impressed by the first hip-hop DJs
I heard. Their transformation of the turntable from an appliance into a musical
instrument seemed to encapsulate the artistic zeitgeist of NYC in the early 1980s:
here was an inexpensive tool for expressing one’s musical identity – as encoded
in a record collection – directly, without the mediation of a traditional
instrument. No more learning riffs off records when you could play the record
instead -- post-Modern Music for the Millions. Yet, despite its apparent
simplicity and gentle learning curve, the turntable fostered true virtuosity –
watching cutting battles at the Roxy made it clear that the DJs of the 1980s were
very different from the radio station personalities previously associated with the
acronym.
I was smitten, but my back protested at the mere thought of adding two
turntables and a crate of records to my already ridiculously heavy suitcase of
electronics. I channeled my craving into performing with DJs (most notably
Christian Marclay) and developing lighter-weight techniques for emulating my
favorite aspects of DJ craft. I built and programmed an automated mixer that
cross-faded channels on rhythmic coincidences, mimicking turntable cutting1. In
my 1985 composition Devil’s Music I used inexpensive early sampling pedals to
loop, mix and re-trigger fragments of live radio broadcasts – essentially DJing
with radio2. In 1986 I began designing my “Trombone-Propelled Electronics”, a
live sampling system that performed instantaneous DJ-style signal
transformations on any sound material3. But with the introduction of portable
CD players in the second half of the decade, spinning discs finally came in under
my weight limit.
Yasunao Tone was the first composer I heard making
use of CDs – for his Solo for Wounded CD (1985) he
selectively damaged the discs with strips of Scotch
tape, unleashing a torrent of glitches that resulted from
overloading the digital error correction system 4. Once
loaded into the player, a CD basically played itself,
jumping from one location to another in response to
the patterns of damage to its surface; Tone used the
>>| and |<< controls to nudge the player in one
direction or the other, but the system had a mind of its
own, and the composer’s control was indirect at best. I
loved the sound -- the odd juxtaposition of ultra-hi-fi
recordings with the harsh digital errors – but I wanted
to control the player more directly, ideally
approximating turntable techniques such as scratching

Figure 1: "Wounded
CD" by Yasunao
Tone.
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and cuing. So I bought a portable Sony Discman (model D2) in 1989 and began
to experiment.
Un-mute
I was curious as to what was going on inside a player when the CD was paused,
or moving from one track to another. I reasoned that the laser did not lift up
from the surface like a turntable’s tonearm, but that some internal circuit simply
silenced the audio output during certain “unmusical” operations. I finagled a
service manual out of Sony’s US service division, and found (buried in the
impossibly complex schematic) a signal pointedly labeled “mute.” I tracked the
flow of the signal upstream to its point of
origin, a pin on a large chip devoted to
controlling the overall behavior of the
player. With a soldering iron and a needle
I disconnected the pin from the trace on
the circuit board, which released a flood of
hitherto unheard sounds: starting and
stopping the disc was accompanied by a
brief, loud squawk; pressing “next track”
(>>|), especially in “shuffle” mode,
Figure 2: Lifted "mute" pin on chip in
evoked a needle being dragged violently
Sony D2 Discman (wires go to switch
across an LP, or John Zorn’s furious
5
for mute enable/disable.)
stylistic jump-cutting ; “pause”, by
contrast, isolated short fragments of
material from the CD in lilting loops.
Unlike the familiar metronomic repetition of skipping vinyl, the paused CD
“swings”, interrupting its default quarter-note pattern with occasional eighthnote accents that impart a distinctly “musical” feel to the resulting rhythm. By
occasionally pressing the “search” (>>) button, or un-pausing the CD for a
moment before returning to pause, I could make the player slowly progress
through the disc, drawing out the sound material in a step-wise sequence of offkilter loops. In several earlier compositions I had gone to great lengths to defeat
the periodicity of looped samples (for Devil’s Music, for example, I had added
“stuttering circuits” to the samplers to disrupt their repetition with quasistochastic re-triggering). With the removal of a single internal connection the
player now produced its own automatic variations on any CD.
After listening to every disc in my admittedly modest collection (remember that
this was still the early days in the transition from LPs to CDs, and the latter were
discouragingly expensive), I found myself drawn in particular to the effect of this
process on Baroque and Early Music: the pause loop froze the flow of the
counterpoint into modal chords reminiscent of certain styles of 1960s jazz; the
glitches that the error correction occasionally threw onto the loops’ seams
contrasted beautifully with the lush sound of the period instruments, adding
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floating rhythmic accents that I dubbed “digital claves.” The overall feeling
reminded me vaguely of Terry Riley’s In C, updated for the digital era6.
Broken Light
Endearing in its own right, the skipping CD mixed beautifully with live
instruments, especially when they were similar to those in the recording. I
discovered this in the course of composing Broken Light (1991), which pits a live
string quartet against a disc of Baroque concerti grossi by Corelli, Torelli and
Locatelli7. The musicians use footswitches to control the CD player: scratching
across the disc to trigger noisy rips, calling up specific tracks for each of the three
movements, and periodically nudging the paused disc ahead through a series of
looped phrases. These loops provide a rhythmic and harmonic underpinning for
variations the quartet improvises according to guidelines specific to each
movement. At times it’s difficult to distinguish the live strings from the recorded
ones.

Figure 3: Set-up for Broken Light,
showing hacked Sony D2 Discman;
modified Sony remote control (in
blue box); breakout box for
connecting footswitches to remote
control; footswitches to call up tracks
for three movements (“1”, “2”, “3”),
scratch across CD (S"), and nudge
through tracks ("N").

Figure 4: Excerpt from the score
for Broken Light (1992).

The manipulation of a CD in performance offered me a practical compromise
between a backing tape (technically simple, but always the same) and truly
interactive computer music (more flexible, but challenging to produce on stage
without the composer’s presence): the performers know the tonal content of each
track, but can never be sure exactly which fragment of the recording will emerge
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with each press of the >> footswitch; as a result performances have the tension
and sense of uncertainty associated with improvised music, but are set against
the harmonic roadmap of a more “composed” form.
As I tinkered with various players I discovered some unexpected idiosyncrasies.
The first tracks on a CD skip at a faster rate than later ones, so track number
effectively determines the tempo of a performance (useful for creating faster and
slow sections in a multi-movement
piece). The skip rate, tempo
irregularities, degree of swing, and
amount of glitchiness all vary
considerably from player to player.
Searching for the mute signal in one
player I tapped a test-probe to a pin on
a chip and was rewarded by the CD
slowing to half-speed and all the
sounds dropping an octave in pitch – a
Figure 3: Detail of modified Sony
feature seemingly exclusive to this one
D121. The small switch to left of
model (D121). I designed most of my
display cuts the speed in half.
pieces around the behavior of specific
models, and substitutions oftentimes significantly changed the character of a
work. Unfortunately, with each “improvement” that Sony introduced to their
product line (especially in the areas of error correction and “shock” protection)
the glitch artifacts grew milder, and the general trend toward integration of more
functions on fewer discrete ICs made it increasingly difficult to defeat the mute
function. Accordingly, as time went by I was driven to seek out obsolete models,
and my instruments became more anachronistic, where once they had seemed so
modern.
I joined the all-Discman band,
“Impossible Music”, formed in New
York by David Weinstein and Tim
Spelios in 19908. The group’s
repertoire included various
improvised jams with sound effect
discs, a live recreation of Revolution
No. 9 from the Beatles White album,
and In CD (1992), my homage to
Terry Riley; this latter piece featured
three performers stepping through
Figure 4: Modified Sony DT66 (my
identical discs of a Beethoven piano
favorite player, quite rare), showing
trio, evoking Riley’s landmark
switch for mute enable/disable, and
composition, In C, as the loops slip
D9 connector for controlling player
out of phase and sync with one
from a computer.
another. I built interfaces for
controlling a CD player from a
computer, which let me manipulate discs from my “Trombone-Propelled
Electronics.”
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But most significantly I created a number of compositions based on the technique
of pairing manipulated CD playback with live acoustic instruments that I first
used in Broken Light. In Still Lives (1992) a single trumpet anticipates and
suspends pitch material from a canzone by Giuseppe Guami over the looping
disc9. For Shotgun (1995) I transformed a tiny speaker into a substitute end-cork
for Lesley Olson’s bass flute, and connected it to a hacked boom box skipping
through a CD of shakuhachi music; Oslon’s flute notes mix acoustically with the
CD sounds inside the bore of the instrument, producing unusual beating
patterns and cross modulations10. In Die Schatten (1996) two modified Discmen
draw out a few measures of Schubert’s Eine Kleine Trauermusik, accompanied by
18 musicians; I prepared a pair of source CDRs, each with the same recording
repeated 22 times to fill the whole disc: one CD player steps through the version
in track 1, while the other uses track 22, so that the two discs loop at different
tempos, creating a rich, shifting polyrhythm against which the ensemble plays11.
In Broken Choir (1997) CDs of two different 16th Century Venetian canzoni loop at
different tempos, producing a texture that is both polyrhythmic and polytonal12;
English Music (2002) uses two tracks of Elizabethan consort music in a similar
way13. Still (After) Lives (1997) is essentially a re-orchestration of the earlier Still
Lives, with a chamber ensemble imitating all the CD artifacts – from looping to
glitching – purely acoustically (as a composer I have periodically attempted to
derive forms for acoustic instruments from other technologically-driven pieces)14.
Glitch
In the mid-1990s I became aware of the electronica group Oval, whose recordings
made extensive use of CD looping and errors15. Their work was at the vanguard
of an emerging movement of “glitch music” that was introducing pop audiences
to sounds previously associated almost exclusively with the avant-garde16. By
2000 the CD-derived glitch aesthetic had become so widespread as to feature on
a Madonna album17.
When I hacked my first Discman in 1988 this was simply the most affordable,
portable, efficient way for me to gain access to a large library of recorded music
for manipulation in live performance; the glitch artifact that became a defining
feature of my subsequent compositions was a welcome but unexpected side
effect. By the end of the millennium CD players designed for DJs incorporated
cuing functions that produced very similar effects to my mute-removal hack.
More significantly, software such as Max/MSP, SuperCollider and PD, running
on laptops with large hard drives, made it easy to loop and step through a
seemingly unlimited collection of music files in emulation of my modified CD
players (which is exactly what I did when my favorite Discman – long out of
production and seemingly impossible to find on eBay – finally stopped working
in 2007).
The core sounds of this phase of my compositional life were now well ensconced
in the musical mainstream, and my original CD hack had been made redundant
by various technological advances. So in 2001 I returned to the ambition that
drove me to crack open my first CD player: approximating a DJ’s tactile
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interaction with vinyl on a turntable platter (I had lost site of this goal in the
exhilaration of discovering the inherent musicality of the pause loops.) I opened
up an old Discman, flipped over the CD drive mechanism so the laser sled was
on top of the disc instead of under it, and removed the motor that drove the laser
back and forth. Now the sled moved freely, so I could slide it across the disc
with a flick of my finger; this produced an amazing racket as the player’s control
mechanism furiously adjusted the laser focus and piled on error correction in a
futile attempt to get the disc back on track. Having thoroughly eviscerated the
Discman, I now poked around the
exposed circuit board with an audio
cable in search of other interesting
sounds. The data on a CD goes
through an impressive series of
transformations in the path from
microscopic pits on the disc to the
final audio output, and one can pick
up the signal at almost any point
along this route. The circuits that
control the motors and coils that spin
the disc and guide the laser produce
remarkable noises as well, unrelated
to the content of the audio tracks. I
picked four of my favorite sounds
and fed them through playable
Figure 5: Sled Dog (2001) handmomentary switches to mix with the
scratchable hacked CD player.
CD output. Another switch shuts off
the motors completely, which collapses all the audio into a sort of digital black
hole. Slapped between two scraps of acrylic plastic, and resembling some kind
of power saw, the resulting Sled Dog is a paean to the glitch, and a noisily
satisfying milestone in my 25-year engagement with the Compact Disc.18
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